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Abstract

Credit card payment systems usually work as a tie-in sale. The issuing bank is respon-
sible both for the credit that finances a consumer’s purchase and for the actual payment
service to wire funds from the consumer to the seller. This paper builds on the literature
on payment systems to study an alternative model in which these operations may be
offered by distinct firms. Specifically, I consider that credit may be provided by the ac-
quiring bank (that is, the merchant’s bank in the payment network). If the issuing sector
is less competitive than the acquiring sector, as is usually the case, it is welfare-increasing
to let acquirers offer credit, breaking the tie-in sale.

1 Introduction

Most credit card systems work as follows. A consumer makes a purchase from a merchant
using a credit card issued by a bank (“issuer”). The issuer then transfers the money to the
merchant’s acquiring bank (“acquirer”), who proceeds to wire this value to the merchant, who
receives it usually within 48 hours. The consumer typically will make the payment to the issuer
only after a few weeks. The whole operation is coordinated by a platform (such as Visa or
Mastercard) who authorizes the issuer to use its trademark.1

Notice that the issuer finances the purchase: both the acquirer and the merchant make
deliveries and receive payments within a short window of time, while the issuer waits until the
the consumer pays for the good or service he got in the first place. In short, the consumer gets
a loan from the issuer.

The starting point of the present paper is the observation that this is an example of a a
tie-in sale. In principle, the issuer only needs to offer one service: namely, the payments service,
understood as storing value, keeping a ledger and making the necessary money transfers as and
when due. Offering credit to finance the purchase is a separate service that is bundled within
the payments service described above. I call this the monopolistic setting.

However, the issuing sector is usually concentrated: in general, issuers are simply commercial
banks, where concentration is high due to many reasons such as prudential regulation, since
commercial banks receive deposits from the public. Hence the issuing sector at least partially

1This describes the so-called four-party system; if platform, issuer and acquirer are bundled in one institution,
it is called a three-party system such as American Express.



inherits the concentration of regular commercial banks. This implies that credit card purchases
end up being financed at rates higher than the consumer could find elsewhere.

This could be solved if the consumer and/or the merchant could use the credit card payment
system but finance the purchase with a different source of credit. This would be the case if
the issuer only made the payment to the acquirer after receiving the funds from the consumer.
Then in principle the merchant would finance the operation (“store credit”), and then would
be free to go search for other sources of funding – that is, he would be able to sell in the
secondary market the consumer’s obligation to him. The issuer would then lose his monopoly
power: he would face competition when trying to finance a credit card purchase. I call this the
competitive setting.

Such an arrangement should be expected whenever the issuers’ charges were too high. In-
deed, this is exactly how the payments system works in Brazil, a developing country known for
very high interest rates.

In practice, the main competitor to issuers in this setting comes from the acquiring sector.
The acquirer has information about the stream of payments the merchant will receive and
typically has the size and structure to obtain funding. The acquirer may then anticipate the
payment to the merchant, substituting the issuer as the source of credit for the consumer in
the competitive setting. Since the acquiring sector is usually less concentrated then the issuing
sector, consumer and merchants could both benefit from lower rates.

The present paper studies this competitive setting and compares it to the monopolistic
one in a typical payments model, which in turn is a two-sided markets model. I build on the
standard payments model in Wright (2012), allowing acquirers to provide credit.2 3

My main result, new to the literature, is that the total number of transactions, a proxy for
welfare, is decreasing in the market power of the issuing sector. If one interprets the limit of
no market power as competition from the acquiring sector (where markup is zero due to high
competition), one concludes that welfare increases under this new type of competition: namely,
between the issuer and the acquirer (or other sources of credit, more generally, mediated by
the acquirer).

The remainder of the paper presents a general model of a two-sided platform, which is then
applied to the payments market. Proofs may be found in the appendix.

2 General Model

This section presents a model based on Wright (2012). A monopoly platform provides benefits
to two sides, compared to the same transaction without the platform: side B (buyers) and
side S (sellers). We consider one representative agent on each side. There is a cost c for the
platform to enable one transaction.

Each side i = B, S has a benefit bi ∈
[
bi, bi

]
drawn from a distribution Gi with continuous

density gi: benefit is independent and private.Each side decides whether to use the platform;
if both choose to do so, the transaction takes place. The platform charges prices pB and pS
for each side for one transaction. Let Di = 1 − Gi be the survival function for each side,
interpreted as quasi-demand – this is the mass above a given level of private benefit (this is not
actual demand, which depends on the other side to take place). Assume Di to be log-concave
(i.e., the hazard rate of Gi is increasing - this is the case for the normal and the uniform
distribution, among others).

The interaction benefit for the marginal user on side i is b̂i. The inframarginal surplus per
interaction is defined as the difference between the average and the marginal user’s interaction

2See Rochet and Tirole (2002) for the seminal model in this literature, and .
3See Rochet and Wright (2010) for an explicit analysis of the credit role of payment cards, and Rochet (2007)

for a discussion of competition among platforms – the present paper focuses instead on the competition between
different players in the payments system.
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benefit: vi

(
b̂i

)
= E

(
bi/bi ≥ b̂i

)
− b̂i. This function will play a critical role in what follows. If

b̂i = pi, then vi (pi) is simplyuser i surplus per interaction.
The expected surplus to user i from using the platform to interact with user on other side

is Vi (pi) = Di (pi) vi (pi). If b̂i = pi, then Vi (pi) = Di (pi) vi (pi) =
∫ bi
pi
Di (z) dz (consumer

surplus).
There are three possible cases:
1- No payment between the two sides. Platform will be used if and only if bB ≥ pBand

bS ≥ pS. However, the first-best calls for use whenever bB + bS ≥ c. There will be a deadweight
loss (DWL) whenever bi is highand bj is low. Efficient prices minimize DWL. There is no bias
in the interchange fee.

2- Frictionless payment between the two sides. Then the platform’s individual charges
are irrelevant as may be undone by side payments. This is the case in payments if there is
costless surcharging. The interchange fee is again neutral. Interactions take place if and only
if bB + bS ≥ pB + pS,so the first-best is reached when pB + pS = c.

3- Uniform pricing by sellers and merchant internalization. B faces the same price whether
the transaction is on or off the platform - e.g., no surcharge rule.

I consider the third case from now on. B will want to use the platform if and only if
bB ≥ pB. Assume the following merchant internalization rule: S will want to use the platform
if and only if vB (pB) ≥ pS − bS (fullmerchant internalization: B’s expected surplus is fully
taken into account by S). The right-hand side is the cost to S from using the platform (pS
ischosen by the platform and paid by S); the left-hand side is the benefit to user B.

The interaction benefit of the marginal seller is b̂S = pS − vB (pB).This happens if adopting
the platform allows S to capture B’s expected surplus from increasing the price to B by using
the platform. (Merchant internalization is very general.)

The platform’s profit is (this holds whether platform chooses pi’s directly or indirectly,
through interchange fees):

Π = (pB + pS − c)DB

(
b̂B

)
DS

(
b̂S

)
The social planner maximizes expected welfare (social surplus is generated whenever obtain

joint benefit above cost from using platform):

W =

∫ ∫
(pB + pS − c) dGS (bS) dGB (bB)

The expected user surplus is:

U =

∫ ∫
(bB + bS − pB − pS) dGS (bS) dGB (bB)

I consider from now on the same distribution across two sides: GS = GB (symmetric case).
Consider case (i), with no payments between sides. Welfare is:

W = DS (pS)VB (pB) + DB (pB)VS (pS) + Π

Use V ′
i (pi) = −Di (pi) and assume a binding break-even constraint. Welfare is maximized at:

D′
S (pS)VB (pB)−D′

B (pB)VS (pS) = 0

Increasing pS reduces welfare because it reduces the probability that S will want to interact
(this probability is multiplied by the expected surplusof B of interacting with S). Analogously,
decreasing pB increases welfare as it increases the probability that B will want to interact (this
probability is multiplied by the expected surplus of S from interacting with B). Welfare is
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maximized when these two effects balance exactly: under symmetry, this implies pB = pS =
c
2
.This maximizes the probability that a transaction will take place, with equal surpluses on both

sides. Under symmetry, this probability is maximized at equal prices, which will characterize
the optimal pricing for the platform:

D′
S (pS)DB (pB)−D′

B (pB)DS (pS) = 0 (6)

It follows that without merchant internalization, and under symmetry, optimal prices are equal
- this arises either from maximizing welfare (subject to the break-even constraint) or prof-
its.Assume now there is merchant internalization: b̂S = pS − vB (pB),so that equal prices no
longer maximize welfare (even under symmetry). Maximizing welfare now implies equating the
benefits of marginal users: pB = b̂S. Hence under symmetry the socially optimal price pB is
lower than pS by vB (pB) (extent to which S takesinto account B’s surplus per interaction).A
profit-maximizing platform does not take into account the impact of prices on relative surpluses:
it just wants to maximize the probability of interaction. The first-order condition is:

D′
S

(
b̂S

)
DB (pB) (1 + v′B (pB))−D′

B (pB)DS

(
b̂S

)
= 0 (7)

The reason for the difference with respect to the previous first-order condition is as follows.
An increase in pS with equal decrease in pB changes the net price (effective price) to S by
only (1− |v′B (pB) |) timesthe change in pS. The absolute value is smaller than one. User S is
relatively insensitive to a change in pricing since it takes into account that B is better off if he,
S, pays more. In the symmetric case, (???) implies pB < b̂S so that the benefit to the marginal
user is no longer equalized across the two sides (as they were for social optimality).Then there is
a systematic distortion (at least in the symmetric case): with respect to the social planner, the
platform loads too much of the total price onS relative to B, beyond the point where benefits
of marginal users are equalized.

3 Card Platform

Consider now a card platform. The interaction benefits bS and bB are benefits from avoiding
cash. There is a continuum of industries, each corresponding to one particular bS. Industries
are modelled as a single seller or multiple competing sellers. Goods are independent across
industries. GB is independent of industry where they buy. Sellers observe bS before deciding
whether to accept cards but buyers choose first which seller to buy from in each industry,
and then learn bB, only realized at the point-of-sale. They wish to buy one unit of the good
from each industry.Assume merchant internalization (case iii above).The card platform does not
choose pB and pS directly; instead, it chooses the interchange fee a paid from the acquirer to
the issuer. Now, pB is paid by consumer to issuer, and pS by merchant to acquirer. (These are
not the prices for the actual good being sold.)Assume equilibrium pB and pS (set by issuers and
acquirers) are continuously differentiable functions of a subject to p′B < 0, p′S > 0, pB + pS > c.
The card platform chooses a to maximize the collective profit of issuers and acquirers. The
relevant range is: a ∈

[
aB, aS

]
,where pB

(
aB
)

= bB, pB (aB) = bB,b̂S
(
aS
)

= bS, b̂S (aS) = bS.

aS < aB < aS < aB

This avoids corner solutions and requires that users on each side are sometimes really resistent
to using the platform.The total number of card transactions is:

T = DB (pB)DS

(
b̂S

)
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Assume the objective functions T , Π, U and W to be log concave in a over the relevant range,
so that the first-order conditions are sufficient for maximization. This holds, for example, if
issuing and acquiring margins are linear in interchange fees (constant pass-though rates) and
bi’s are drawn from generalized Pareto distributions with increasing hazard rates. Assume also
p′S = −p′B, and the sum of fees does not change when a changes. => The platform maximizes
profit by max number of transactions. In this context, the interchange fee is too high.

Main Result

Turn now to the analysis of market power. Assume the actual interchange fee is a (1 + m), m ≥
0. m is related to the markup in the issuing sector. This is a shortcut: results are unchanged if
a given number of issuers, with some opportunity cost of credit, play a Cournot game. Notice
that uI = a + pB, uA = pS − a: there are no costs for the issuer and the acquirer.Assume now
there is an opportunity cost to the lender. In the D+2 model: uI = a+ pB − (1 + m) r, and uA

is unchanged. In the D+30 one: uA = pS − a − r, and uI is unchanged (similar if the source
of funding is different). m measures market power in the issuing bank (it is zero for acquirer).I
assume uI and uA to be non-negative (analogous to different weights in platform’s decision).
Notice that the issuer does not set prices directly.One may then establish the following result.

Proposition 1. The total number of transactions is decreasing in m.

Interpret D+2 as m > 0, D+30 as m = 0.(Or alternative “D+2”models that may be used
to foster competition with no impact on risk). There is a new type of competition: between
issuer and acquirer (or other funding sources more generally). While the impact of increased
competition is usually ambiguous, in this case the effect is clear.

4 Final Remarks

The presented paper analysed a card payment model in which acquirers compete with issuers in
the credit market: initially, the merchant finances a purchase (“store credit”), and then chooses
whether to pass on the buyer’s obligation to the issuer (as is automatic in the standard credit
card model) or to the acquirer. The increased competitiveness in the acquiring sector leads
to more transactions in equilibrium. Further research should aim at measuring this impact
empirically.
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